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Site
The viSion 
east Thames Group and Southern housing Group, as 
significant land owners within the area are keen to 
play a central role in the regeneration of this strategic 
east london site. This is not only crucial to the wider 
redevelopment of the Bromley-by-Bow area, but also 
helps to facilitate the overall redevelopment of the 
Three mills regeneration area and the lower lea valley 

The Vision for the site is to replace existing derelict 
and underutilised former warehouse, storage and 
light industrial space with a high quality mixed use 
development, comprising a range of employment 
space and mixed tenure homes that will rejuvenate 
the riverside edge with accessibility and activity as set 
out by the Council & the London Thames Gateway 
Development Coporation’s Land Use and Design Brief 
for the site.

inTroducTion
 

The challenge to reconnect Bromley by Bow has been 
set. The strategy is simple; resolve the severance and 
correlate the numerous planning strategies for the area. 

We will use the future connectivity requirements •	
proposed for the area to unlock the sites potential.

We will site the non-residential uses against the A12 •	
to exploit the access and protect the serine riverside 
setting.

We will orientate the development to generate •	
a homezone that runs north to south, increasing 
the permeability towards the new neighbourhood 
centre and creating a respite from the A12 and retail 
environment.

We aim to meet the demand for employment uses •	
with a creative and community flavour. We aspire to 
create a mixed tenure environment with a focus on 
family housing.

We will reinforce the strategic vision for the area •	
to create a series of connected spaces with distinct 
character, reintroduce a mix of uses and enhance the 
archipelago setting.

 In short, our sustainable approach to reconnect 
Bromley by Bow will ensure that it is no longer isolated 
from its context.

exiSTinG aerial view weST TowardS Bow
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The site is located in the Lower Lea Valley in East 
London, and is defined by Bow Crossing to the north, 
the River Lea to the east and the A12 to the west.

The site is 3.5 hectares of primarily industrial land 
shaped by the passage of rivers, the change of uses and 

introduction of infrastructures that have left their mark 
on the area.

The site offers an opportunity to connect Bromley By 
Bow to Stratford, open up the river front and introduce 
a mix of uses and enhance the ecological setting.
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context - planning
land uSe and deSiGn Brief
development proposals for the site will need to be 
considered against a range of national, strategic and 
local policies and planning guidance documents.
 
A Land Use and Design Brief (LU&DB) for the 
Bromley-by-Bow area was produced by The London 
Thames Gateway Development Corporation working 
in partnership with the London Borough of Tower 
Hamlets, the Greater London Authority and Design 
for London.  The Brief provides a planning framework 
for landowners, developers and the wider community 
for the comprehensive physical and economic 
transformation of the site.
 
The Brief sets out three key ‘guiding principles’ to ensure 
the sustainable regeneration of the area for the benefit 
of existing and future communities:
 
(1) comprehensive development

A comprehensive rather than a piecemeal approach 
to the planning and re-development of the site is 
needed to achieve the site’s potential and creation of a 
successful, sustainable mixed use community
 
(2) integration 

An approach to redeveloping the site that integrates 
new development with its surroundings by connecting 
existing communities, future sites, public transport nodes 
and local amenities 
 
(3) intensification 

The existing buildings and uses represent an inefficient 
use of the site and an approach is required that 
intensifies development consistent with the site’s 
constraints and opportunities

 

proposed land use

The Brief provides indicative guidance on proposed land 
uses, their distribution and density across the site. 

Planning permission has already been granted in relation 
to the southern part of the area for a new Tesco store, 
retail units, primary school, public open space,  new 
homes and hotel, all comprising the proposed new 
District Centre.
 
The northern area is identified for predominantly 
residential use, which is expected to achieve a minimum 
of 35% affordable housing and to deliver a mix of 
tenure dwelling sizes to create a balanced community.
 
The Brief requires the redevelopment to provide new 
job opportunities and commercial/industrial uses are 
considered appropriate at the northern end of the site 
and as a buffer along its western edge, fronting the A12.  

extract from Bromley by Bow land use and design Brief

land uSe exTracT

urban design Guidelines

The Brief sets out some urban design principles to guide 
the redevelopment of the site

The Brief seeks: 

Improved connections to neighbouring communities, •	
surrounding development sites and key destinations 

A network of routes and streets to achieve a high •	
level of  permeability within the site

The protection of key views to assist orientation and •	
way finding

Height, scale, bulk and massing to establish a positive •	
relationship with the character and quality of the 
public realm, open spaces, the River Lea and the 
setting of the Three Mills Conservation Area 

Improvements to the public realm•	

Development that will enhance the setting and •	
biodiversity value of the waterfront

extract from Bromley by Bow land use and design Brief

deSiGn concepT exTracT

Canal Activity

Potential Location for Tall Building

Views and Wayfinding

Connections

Routes and Streets 

Primary Public Space

Zones of Reduced Massing

Commercial/Industrial with Potential for 
Residential Above

Commercial/Industrial

Primary School/Healthcare with Potential 
for Residential Above

Residential

Hotel with Potential for Residential Above

Public Open Space

Retail With Potential for Residential Above
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history
The tidal estuary of the Thames flows up the river 
lea valley. The constant flow of water has powered 
the tidal mills since the 12th century at Three mills.

South westerly winds have been an important passage 
of clean air for the valley and source of power for the 
windmills.

The River Lea is a myriad of water courses splitting and 
joining to a watery landscape that braids across the 
landscape and drains down river of the city of London.
 
The marshy Lea valley acts as an enormous flood plain 
connecting the tidal estuary with the flood waters 
coming from inland.  

The ciTy of 
london Thames vaLLey

RiveR Lea vaLLey

to the city

to essex

Bow and poplar, 1745 roque’s map
Crossing this marshy area is an ancient 
causeway, Queen Matilda’s Causeway, 
with bridges and crossing points, this con-
nects the capital city with the agricultural 
areas of East Anglia and Stratford with 
Bow and this forms the north edge of 
the site. 

At this time the extent of the City of 
London was to the west bank of the Lee 
Old River which is the western channel: 
to the east lay Essex.  This old boundary 
now forms the western side of the site.

The landscape is of meadows, fields and 
marshes. Bleaching grounds are recorded 
by the River and a silk printer.  Large 
houses are placed on the west bank of 
the River while marshes are noted be-
tween the channels and to the east.  To 
the west of the site is Bromley House, 
laid out with large  formal gardens and 
orchards. Bromley by Bow is a separate 
village. 

At this time the rivers are all tidal.

1975 map
Industry lines the River Lea’s west bank and 
backs onto the towpath, but has no connection 
to the River.  Post Second World War as shown 
on 1975 map the area is further isolated by the 
upgrading of Bow Crossing and the A12. This 
created the severance of the site from Bow.
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21ST cenTury

•	 The	valley	still	has	a	braiding	of	waterways	

•	 The	archipelago	is	hidden	

•	 The	rivers	and	infrastructure	isolate	the	site

•	 The	causeway	prevents	access	to	the	north

•	 The	boundaries	of	the	London	Boroughs	still	
divide the area

•	 Major	roads	form	almost	impenetrable	
boundaries

•	 The	Olympic	Village	to	the	north	offers	
potential 

•	 Three	Mills	Heritage	Area	lies	to	the	east	

•	 The	new	and	old	pumping	stations	are	practi-
cal symbols of innovation 

•	 The	gasometers	are	dramatic	industrial	relics

1869 map
In 1844 the growth of industry in the 
area follows the Metropolis Buildings 
Act which zoned polluting industry out-
side the city.  This meant that industry 
that was obnoxious, and needed a lot 
of water for the processes, and required 
good waterways and roads for trans-
port was usefully located in the Lee 
Valley, in Essex. 

By 1869 the plan shows much industry 
in the eastern side of Bromley By Bow; 
paper mill to the north and chemical 
works to the south. The centre of the 
site is mostly vacant.  

sewers and presentiment map in 1843 In 1766 the canalisation of the Old River Lee 
controlled the tidal flow, greatly improved the 
navigation of the upper reaches and made pos-
sible the channel to be cut to Limehouse basin.  
This meant that goods and trade were now 
unaffected by the tide above the locks in the 
Old River Lee.  

The Three Mills Western Branch (later called 
the Three Mills Back River) and the Three Mills 
Eastern Branch (called the Three Mills Wall 
River) continued to be tidal through Three Mills 

By 1843 development had stretched along the 
route of the causeway.  Tow routes are shown 
on the south side.  

Along the River Lee the city boundary is clearly 
marked.

Within the area between the east and western 
branches of the Three Mills River, flood walls are 
shown protecting the site.  These flood walls 
were privately maintained. 

postwar map showing 
BomB damage

The area around Bow was extensively bombed 
during World War II, due to the vital industry 
and infrastructure in the area. As a result vast 
areas of the Victorian/Edwardian housing stock 
was damaged or destroyed.

key

 Total destruction 

 Damaged   
beyond repair

 Seriously damaged, 
doubtful if repairable

 Seriously damaged, 
but repairable at cost

 General blast damage 
- not structural

 Blast damage,   
minor in nature

 Clearance areas

 Clearance areas
 
 V1 flying bomb

1745

1945

1843 1869

1975 preSenT day
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access, highways & Transportation
pedestrian connections

The site currently has a footpath beside Hancock Road 
and connections to St Leonard’s Street via an underpass. 
There is an existing towpath beside the River Lea on the 
eastern side of the site, however access to the towpath 
is limited and conflicts with vehicle movements from 
Hancock Road. Pedestrian connections at the A11/A12 
roundabout are provided by informal crossings across 
fast moving traffic.

The proposals include retaining the footpath beside 
Hancock Road and providing footways of at least 
two metres width throughout the site. Access to the 
towpath will be improved and a new shared pedestrian/
cycle bridge across the River Lea and a second 
pedestrian/cycle/bus bridge at Sugar House Lane are 
proposed. The underpass beside the site will be closed 
in the future and pedestrian crossing of the A12 will be 
provided at a signal controlled pelican crossing facility 
associated with the All Movements Junction and there 
are also plans to upgrade the informal pedestrian 
connections at the A11/A12 roundabout.

cycle connections

The opportunities for cycling adjacent to the site are 
currently limited by the relative inaccessibility of the 
river-side towpath and the heavy traffic associated with 
the A11 and A12.

The proposals will open up the river-side towpath for 
cyclists, providing bridging points across the River Lea. 
The site will include extensive safe and secure cycle 
parking and the developers are in discussion with TfL 
to provide a Barclays Cycle Hire Scheme Docking 
Station somewhere within the site. The at-grade 
crossings proposed on the A12 will also improve cycle 
connections with St Leonard’s Street.

local Bus connections

The site is already served by a variety of local bus routes 
towards Mile End and the City of London, Hackney, 
Stratford and Lewisham, available at several bus stops 
within 400m walk of the site, however the pedestrian 
connections to these bus stops are currently quite poor.

The proposals include a new pedestrian/cycle/bus 
bridge across the River Lea at Sugar House Lane. Once 
this bridge is implemented TfL will seek to potentially 
divert three local bus routes to the east of the A12 
and through the site, improving the bus services for 
passengers at the site. Pedestrian connections to the 
other bus stops in the area will also be improved.

rail connections

Bromley by Bow London Underground Line (LUL) 
Station is less than 5 minutes walk away from all parts of 
the site and is easily accessible via good public footpath 
routes. Bromley by Bow LUL Station is on both the 
District Line and Hammersmith & City Line.

Bow Road Docklands Light Railway (DLR) Station is 
less than 10 minutes walk away from all parts of the site 
and is easily accessible via good public footpath routes. 
Bow Road DLR Station has regular services between 
Stratford and Lewisham, with interchange at Poplar to 
the rest of the DLR network.

There are plans to upgrade Bromley by Bow LUL 
Station, with improvements to the ticket hall and 
associated improvements to the nearby underpass.

Site parking

The proposals include car parking for a new car 
dealership and semi-basement parking for new 
residential units. There will be electric vehicle charging 
points in these parking areas, purpose designed delivery 
bays for the proposed office spaces, extensive safe and 
secure cycle parking, and the development will facilitate 
a car club, with car club vehicles parked in designated 
spaces within the site.

all movements Junction

After the 2012 Olympic Games ends there are plans 
to implement an All Movements Junction (AMJ) on 
the A12. The AMJ will provide improved bus/cycle/
pedestrian connections across the A12 between the 
site and St Leonard’s Street, as well as providing an 
opportunity for traffic coming from the Blackwall Tunnel 
to turn into the site and to the future Tesco Store site.

all puBlic transport routes all movements junctions

potential reroute 108 potential reroute 488
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concept design & development
our aim is to provide a responsive solution to the 
site’s unique opportunity, which will be achieved 
through the understanding of the environmental, social, 
cultural and economic context of east london.

We seek to develop a practical design solution to 
harness the sites potential as part of the comprehensive 
regeneration of Bromley-by-Bow. Our response will 
unlock its unique urban riverine setting.

The masterplan’s vision is to:
“Bring forward a comprehensive design solution to 
Bromley-By-Bow North as part of a larger new urban 
quarter, strengthening the identity of the river corridor 
and contributing to the regeneration of East London 
and 2012 Olympic Games Legacy”.

objectives:

To create a high quality mixed use sustainable 
development that includes: 

balanced mixed tenure community reflected in an •	
environment that fosters a sense of pride for the 
residents and the local community

sustainable and high quality employment opportunities •	
in East London that complement the aspirations of the 
community and sit comfortably alongside the residential 
development, creating a positive environment

Enhance the river setting by creating an attractive, •	
accessible and active riverside environment that is 
both physically and visually permeable.

To create a sensitive and robust architectural solution •	
that combines strong and distinctive built form with a 
contemporary palette of materials.

To create safe, active and well overlooked public •	
realm, amenity and ancillary spaces, with a community 
focus in and around the new public spaces that will 
create a distinct sense of place and identity within its 
locality, encouraging civic pride and stewardship of the 
local neighbourhood.

 To establish an urban form that clearly defines a •	
hierarchy of routes and spaces for both pedestrians 
and vehicles.

To locate focal buildings that provide views and •	
vistas to create visual interest throughout the new 
development, to enhance the existing character and 
address the sites natural and historic features.

To create pockets of new high quality landscaped •	
spaces to provide amenity value throughout the 
development and enhance the ecological setting of 
the riverfront.

public transport link to Sugar 
house lane
(& Stratford)

public transport link to 
Bromley by Bow

river lea

hancock rd
(& a12)

industrial/ service vehicles

residential cars

Service vehicles 
accesss

riverside walkway
pedestrian & cycle route

Riverfront:
Animating the riverpath with uses and 
activity to create a well used and safe 
pedestrian/ cycle environment.

Homezone:
Shared surface and amenity space for the residential 
areas that provides a respite from the a12 and the new 
neighbourhood centre to the south.

Hancock Road:
Utilising the access from Hancock Rd/ A12, whilst 
buffering the residential and riverside environment 
with active employment, retail and community uses.

homezone link between residential 
developments

march 2009auGuST 2008

april 2010decemBer 2009 feBruary 2010

July 2009

2008 2009

2010
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The Scheme propoSeS:
 

Replace derelict and under utilised industrial space•	

Provide a high quality mixed use development•	

Create 695 mixed use residential dwellings,  •	
of which 235 dwellings will be provided within  
the Detailed Application

Provide an accommodation mix of 1 bed, 2 bed and •	
3bed flats, along with 3 bed, 4 bed and 5 bed duplex / 
townhouse dwellings

Provide a range of new employment space•	

Create a new residential street / homezone•	

Create an attractive, accessible and active riverside •	
environment

Create a sequence of open spaces through the •	
development

Create a new integrated neighbourhood linking into •	
the future development of Sugar House Lane and 
regeneration to the south

current masterplan

Residential Homezone

Communal Courtyard

Residential Dwellings

Commercial Units With Residential Dwellings Above

Town Houses

Landmark Commercial Use

New Bridge Link

Green Public Open Space

Commercial Service Zone

New Pedestrian Bridge Link

Improved Towpath

British Waterways Access

Proposed ‘All-Movements Junction’
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design principles

Residential

Commercial (B1 Use Class) 
with Residential Above

Car Dealership Showroom

Commercial Gateway

Urban Frontage

River Frontage

Urban Block

River Houses

River Block

Commercial Frontage

Residential Private Frontage

River Towpath

Homezone

Residents Courtyard

Green Open Space

Urban Edge

Streets

BuildinG uSeS BuildinG TypoloGieS

SpaTial SeQuence acTive edGeS
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viewS and viSTaS

pedeSTrian movemenT

Semi-Basement Parking - 48 Spaces (Hotel)

Semi-Basement Parking - 32 Spaces (Car Dealership)

Surface Parking_9 Spaces (Residential)

Surface Parking_22 Spaces (Car Dealership)

Commercial / Service Bay

Semi-Basement Parking - 47 Spaces (incl. bike store)

Surface Parking 0 Spaces

Commercial Servicing_0

Semi-Basement Parking - 56 Spaces (incl. bike store)

Surface Parking 11 Spaces

Commercial Delivery / Service Bay

Total residential parking = 67 Spaces

Total residential parking = 47 Spaces

rSl land

north a

north B

Total residential parking = 9 Spaces
Total commercial parking = 102 Spaces

Semi-Basement Parking - 53 Spaces (incl. bike store)

Surface Parking 45 Spaces

Commercial / Service Bay

Total residential parking = 98 Spaces
Total commercial parking = _Spaces

South

1-3 Storey

4-5 Storey

6 Storey

7 Storey

8 Storey

9 Storey

10 Storey

11 Storey

design principles

River Walk

Pedestrian Routes 
Through Site

NE Pedestrian Bridge Crossing

Pedestrian Movement Outside 
of Site

Key View from New Bridges

Key View from A12

Key View Through Site

Key View Towards Three Mill 
Studios

Key View to River

Key View Towards Sugar 
House Lane

STorey heiGhTS

parkinG STraTeGy
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energy & carbon Sustainability
The design follows the london plan’s energy hierarchy:

Be lean  
Use less energy 
 

High performance thermal envelope   –
 (well insulated and airtight)

Good solar shading –
Energy efficient lighting, mechanical ventilation   –

 with high efficiency heat recovery, etc
 

Be clean  
Supply energy efficiently  
 

Design allows future connection to local   –
 energy networks 

Be Green  
Generate low carbon and/or renewable energy on site  

Air-source heat pump systems provide low   –
 carbon heating

Code for Sustainable Homes energy Level 4   –
 is achieved

Other options outside RSL land may include:   
Heat pump systems (air-source, ground-source or    –

 water-source from canal)
Power generation from photovoltaics –
Solar hot water –

CODE FOR SUSTAINABLE HOMES
 

The residential units are designed to meet code level 4 with  
a target score of 69.5% and a potential for a further 1.5%

BREEAM
 

The commercial units are designed to achieve BREEAM 
for Offices ‘Excellent’ rating with a target score of 71.5% 
and the potential for a further 5%

Schematic air-source heat pump system – residential blocks
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lifetime homes

The Proposed Development is being designed in accordance with the principles of Secured by De-
sign with specific reference made to the SBD Guidance document “NEW HOMES 2010”.

All building facades include windows to habitable rooms and balconies to living spaces, providing a 
good level of natural surveillance to both public and private areas. This is complimented by a regular 
rhythm of entrance points at ground floor level. These relate to residential properties as well as to 
the various mixed use units throughout the masterplan.

Routes through the site are clear and linear in form, avoiding all unnecessary changes of direction, 
indents and potential hiding places for unsociable activity. A shared ‘surface approach’ is adopted for 
the hard landscaped public realm, with cycles, pedestrians and (when permitted) delivery vehicles, 
utilising the same space rather than being segregated.

The footpaths, routes and spaces throughout the scheme will be well-lit at night to appropriate stan-
dards, using high quality, low level lighting that is integrated within the landscape proposals. A number 
of key features within the scheme will also be illuminated such as entrances to buildings, public art, 
the riverside walk and focal trees.

Defensible space will be provided to dwellings at ground floor level, however this will be designed so 
that potential hiding places are avoided. Ground floor level is located at grade (site level) to promote 
increased surveillance and a positive relationship between dwellings and the street, rather than a 
raised floor level which creates ‘dead’ spaces at street level.

The 24-hour on-site management will play an active role in the ongoing maintenance and general 
security of the site. 

The following checklist identifies the principle issues which the design takes account of in order to 
create a safe and secure environment.

1. policy and Strategic Guidance
 National relevant design policy documents (such as Safer Places – By Design) have been referred 

to in the design of the scheme.
2. layout of roads and footpaths
 Vehicular and pedestrian routes have been designed to ensure that they are visually open, direct 

and well used.
3. Through roads and cul-de-Sacs
 A good but not excessive level of permeability is provided with overlooking to all areas. Long 

cul-de-sacs are avoided.
4. footpath design
 Vehicle and pedestrian routes are not segregated nor generally provided to the rear of dwell-

ings. They are well overlooked and have clear lines of sight along them.
5. planting next to a footpath
 Planting buffer zones create defensible space to buildings. Planting next to footpaths is lower to 

avoid pinch points and potential hiding places.
6. Seating next to a footpath
 Seating is proposed to be included at appropriate points within the open spaces only, and will be 

well-overlooked on all sides.
7. lighting of footpaths
 Lighting to footpaths will be to the relevant standards in BS5489, and will be well designed to 

integrate into the landscaping scheme, and be at a low level.
8. footpaths on phased developments
 This is not applicable.
9. communal areas
 The communal areas are all well-overlooked and will be maintained to a high standard. Further 

large areas of parkland are within a short travel distance of the Application Site.
10. dwelling Boundaries
 Good separation between public and private areas is provided, with buildings generally located 

to demarcate such areas. Appropriate boundary treatment such as railings and walls will be 
provided where necessary.

11. layout & orientation of dwellings
 The scheme includes a mix of dwellings, which face each other encouraging social interaction. 
12. Gable end walls
 Gable end walls are generally avoided, and habitable room windows are included to all eleva-

tions as well as  appropriate planted buffer zones.
13. rear access paths
 These are not required as the refuse area is located within the underground car park and is 

dealt with on a communal basis.
14. dwelling identification
 Clear numbering of dwellings will be provided.
15. climbing aids
 These are avoided to discourage easy entry on to buildings and over boundaries.
16. car parking
 All car parking is provided within a secure basement car park. There is no parking on the surface 

within the scheme.
17. underground carparking
 The underground car park will be secure and managed with a single, barrier-controlled, vehicular 

point of access and secure pedestrian points of access from the residential circulation cores.
18. planting
 This will be attractive and sufficient space has been allowed for planting. The planting will allow 

good visibility with appropriate species selected.
19. Street lighting
 Lighting will comply with relevant guidelines. Light pollution will be minimised, through low-level 

lighting and downward-directed lighting.

1 1

NEW
HOMES
2010

All proposed dwellings aim to meet all 16 Lifetime Homes standards, providing adaptable and flexible 
accommodation, ranging from the proximity and size of parking spaces, level thresholds, width of 
circulation corridors, lifts, heights of sills, switches and sockets, location of living rooms and WCs, and 
allowance for the future hoist installation.

Where the criteria cannot be met, for example proximity of parking or size of parking spaces, we will 
ensure that the design complies with the remaining principles of Lifetime Homes.

1.car parking
Where car parking is adjacent to the home, it should be capable of enlargement to attain 3.3m 
width, to provide disabled parking space.

2. access from car parking
Minimum distance between parking and house and level or gently sloping route.

3. approach
The approach to all entrances should be level or gently sloping.

4. external entrances
All entrances should be illuminated and covered, and have a level access over the threshold.

5. communal Stairs
Communal stairs and lifts should provide easy access.

6. doorways & hallway
The width of internal doorways and hallways should conform to building regulations Part M.

7. wheelchair accessibility
There should be space for turning a wheelchair in dining and living rooms.

8. living room
The living room should be at entrance level.

1
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15
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16

Lifetime Homes Principles

9. entrance level Bed space
In houses of 2 or more storeys space at entrance level for a bed space should be provided.

10. wc
Wheelchair accessible toilet at entrance level with drainage provision for a shower room in the 
future.

11. Bathroom & wc walls
Walls in the bathroom and WC should be capable of taking adaptations such as handrails.

12. lift capability
The design should incorporate provision for a future stair lift.

13. main Bedroom
A reasonable route for a potential hoist from a main bedroom to the bathroom.

14. Bathroom layout
The bathroom should be designed for ease of access to the bath, WC & wash basin.

15. window Specification
Living room window glazing should begin no higher than 800mm from the floor level.

16. fixtures & fittings
Switches, sockets, ventilation and service controls should be at a height usable by all.

Secured By deSiGn lifeTime homeS
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proposed aerial view

Bromley

Bowby

fuTure developmenT 
To come
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landscaping

Commercial Service Zone

Commercial with 
Residential Dwellings 
above

Residential Homezone

Residential Dwellings

Communal Courtyard

Improved Towpath

New Bridge Landing 
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Section 01 through hancock road showing commercial Service Zone and pedestrian footpath

Section 01 through homezone

Section 01 through communal courtyard/rear Gardens/Towpath access and informal seating

precedent imagesview looking into residential homezoneview looking into communal courtyard
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